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Superradiant Amplification of an Ultrashort Laser Pulse in a Plasma
by a Counterpropagating Pump
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An initially short (,1yvp) laser pulse can be superradiantly amplified by a counterpropagating lo
low-intensity pump while remaining ultrashort. This superradiant amplification occurs if the freque
of the pulse is lower than that of the pump, and the initial pulse intensity is sufficiently high. Numer
simulations indicate that the short pulse can be amplified to an intensity hundreds of times the p
intensity, with the pump depletion as high as 40%. This implies that the long pump is efficiently ti
compressed without frequency chirping and pulse stretching, making the superradiant amplificatio
interesting alternative to chirped-pulse amplification. [S0031-9007(98)07762-X]

PACS numbers: 52.40.Nk, 42.50.Fx, 52.65.–y
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The generation of very short ultraintense laser pulses
crucial for a number of scientific and technical applica
tions, such as plasma-based particle accelerators, iner
confinement fusion (ICF), and x-ray lasers [1]. Fo
example, laser-wakefield accelerators [2] require puls
of about 1yvp duration, wherevp  s4pe2n0ymd1y2

is the plasma frequency, andn0, 2e, and m are the
plasma density, electron charge, and mass, respectiv
In one of the advanced ignition scenarios, Fast Ignit
[3], a picosecond petawatt pulse is needed to ign
the compressed fuel. The target gain improves as t
energy of the ignition pulse increases [4], making
simple and efficient pulse-compression technique that
desirable for ICF applications. The standard approa
to reaching extremes of power with ultrashort pulse
is the chirped-pulse amplification (CPA) [5], in which
a laser pulse is stretched, amplified, and recompress
CPA-based optical systems have been shown to gene
subpicosecond petawatt laser pulses [6,7] with up to 50
per pulse. The pulse energy is limited by the therm
damage to the compression gratings which become la
and expensive for kJ pulses. A possible route to increa
ing peak intensity is to decrease pulse duration, whi
can be achieved by using broad bandwidth paramet
amplifiers [8]. This does not, however, ease the ener
restriction.

In this Letter we suggest a novel approach to pulse co
pression which does not require pulse stretching or co
pression. We demonstrate how an ultrashort pulse can
amplified by several orders of magnitude by colliding wit
a long counterpropagating pumping laser in the plasm
The main advantage of using the plasma medium for a
plification is that there is no thermal damage threshold—
fresh plasma can be used for each shot. The counterpro
gating geometry is chosen for conceptual simplicity. Di
ferent designs, such as injecting the pump from the sid
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can be used to reduce the level of the amplified spon
neous emission (ASE).

The approach is based on the extensively studied pa
digm of three-wave interaction between the counterprop
gating electromagnetic waves and a plasma wave [9–1
The plasma wave is ponderomotively driven by the p
riodic intensity pattern produced by the interference b
tween the pumping beam (PB) and the amplified bea
(AB). Frequency detuning between the PB and AB d
termines the direction of energy flow: From Manley
Rowe AB is amplified through the Raman backscatteri
(RBS) instability of the pump if its frequencyv0 is lower
than the pump frequencyv1. The interaction between
the lasers is maximized when they propagate in oppos
directions because the ponderomotive force which driv
the plasma density perturbation is proportional to the g
dient of the laser intensity. RBS instability received co
siderable theoretical [10–12] and experimental [13–1
attention. Earlier work on RBS focused on the amplific
tion of long pulses growing from noise.

The novel element here is that we identified a ne
nonlinear regime of RBS, in which an externally injecte
ultrashort pulse is dramatically amplified to an intensi
exceeding the pump intensity by orders of magnitud
Accessing this regime requires a sufficiently inten
initial pulse: 4v

2
0a0a1 $ v2

p, where a0,1  eA0,1ymc2

are the normalized vector potentials of the AB and P
respectively. When this condition is satisfied, electro
motion is determined by the ponderomotive force and n
by the space-charge electric field of the plasma wa
The resonance condition for the plasma wave excitat
Dv  2vp does not need to be satisfied precisely.

Consider the interaction between two planar circular
polarized laser pulses$a0 and$a1, where$a0,1  a0,1y2s$ex 6

i $eydeiu0,1 1 c.c., and the phases of the waves a
u0  sk0z 2 v0td and u1  sk1z 1 v1td. We choose
© 1998 The American Physical Society 4879
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jDvj  jv0 2 v1j ø v0 and assume a tenuous plasm
vp ø v0,1, so thatk0 ø k1 ø v0yc. By restricting the
problem to one dimension we will not address the issu
of mutual focusing of counterpropagating lasers [16
Mutual focusing of copropagating beams, important fo
high intensity lasers, was described elsewhere [17–19]

Plasma electrons experience a ponderomoti
$y1 3 $B0 1 $y0 3 $B1 force, where $y0,1  c $a0,1 for
the lasers of nonrelativistic intensitiesa0,1 ø 1. On a
time scale much longer than1yv0 electrons are pushed
by the intensity gradient of the “optical lattice” and form
a density perturbationdnyn0  n̂ expisu0 1 u1d 1 c.c.
Serving as an index grating with the wave numbe
k  k0 1 k1, and oscillating at the difference frequenc
Dv, this density perturbation scatters the left-goin
pulse a1 into the right-going pulsea0, and vice versa.
This is precisely the mechanism of the RBS insta
bility which, in the absence of ion motion, saturate
through the particle trapping and wave breaking [20].
turns out, however, that the superradiant amplificatio
(SRA) of ultrashort pulses is not arrested at the stea
state saturation level by particle trapping. Moreove
unlike in the long-pulse experiments, where reflectivity
typically small [21], we find that a superradiant pulse ca
extract a significant fraction of the pump energy.

To describe the motion of an arbitrary plasma electro
(labeled by indexj) in the combined field of the two
lasers, we introduce a ponderomotive phasecj  sk0 1

k1dzj 2 Dvtj, wherezj and tj are the electron position
and time, respectively. The equation of motion for th
ponderomotive phase, which characterizes the electr
position in the optical lattice, is given by

c̈j 1 v2
B sincj  2v2

p

X̀
l1

nle
ilcj 2

2v0eEz

mc
1 c.c.,

(1)

where v
2
B  4v

2
0a0a1 is the bounce frequency of an

electron in the optical lattice, and̂nl  ke2ilcj ylll0y2 is
the lth harmonic of the small-scale electron plasma wav
averaged over one lattice period. The second term
the left-hand side (LHS) of Eq. (1) is the ponderomotiv
force, the sum in the right-hand side (RHS) is over th
harmonics of the spatially varying space-charge forc
and Ez is the global electric field. The average ofEz

over the lattice period does not vanish, so that it ca
be thought of as the zeroth harmonic of the short-sca
plasma wave. The nonlinear origin of theEz can be
understood as follows. When photons are exchang
between the counterpropagating beams, electrons rece
the recoil momentum, producing an average (onl0y2
scale) current. This current in 1D must be balanced
the displacement current [22], producing the electric fie
Ez which satisfies≠Ezy≠t  24pekJzl.

The first harmonic of the plasma density perturbatio
dnyn0  n̂1eisu01u1d 1 c.c. causes the PBa1 to undergo
Bragg backscattering into ABa0, and vice versa. The
nonlinear interaction between the beams is calculat
4880
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by substituting the modified plasma density into th
respective eikonal wave equations. For the amplifie
pulse we obtain

2ik0

√
≠

≠z
1

1
c

≠

≠t

!
a0  2k2

px0a0 , (2)

wherex0  2ke2icj lap
1ya0 is the mutual refraction index

witnessed by the beam 0. A similar equation is derive
for the pumpa1.

The mutual refraction indexx0 is a complex number.
Its real part describes mutual focusing and defocusing
the beams: if≠Resx0dy≠r . 0, beam 0 is focused by beam
1 [16]. The imaginary part ofx0 describes the energy (or
photon) exchange between the two beams:k0≠ja0j

2y≠z 
2k2

p ja0j
2Imsx0d. If the frequency detuning between the

beamsDv ø 2vp, in the linear regime beam 0 is expo-
nentially amplified by the pump at the growth rategRBS 
a1

p
v0y4vp [10,23]. Therefore, linear pulse amplification

is readily achieved by precisely detuning the seed sign
and the pump. The challenge is, as it turns out, to susta
the short duration of the signaltL ø v21

p as its intensity
grows by several orders of magnitude.

For subrelativistic pump intensitiesa1 ø 1, the band-
width of the RBS (roughly equal togRBS) is very nar-
row becausegRBS ø vp. This implies that the linear
amplification suffers from an important limitation: pulses
shorter than a plasma period inevitably increase in dur
tion to ø g

21
RBS. Moreover, the amplified pulse length-

ens even further as it propagates through the plasma a
interacts with the pump because of the effect known
gain narrowing: frequencies in the immediate vicinity o
v1 2 vp are amplified more than are detuned frequen
cies [24]. One approach to increasing the amplificatio
bandwidth in the linear regime is to increase the pum
intensity. In the so-called strongly coupled regime [23
gRBSyvp 

p
3 sv0y16vpd1y3a

2y3
1 ¿ 1, provided a2

1 .

2vpyv0. The required pump intensity may be too high
to make this regime practically interesting. Gain narrow
ing will still lead to the temporal broadening of the pulse
It turns out, however, that in the nonlinear regime the op
posite is true: a short pulse is further shortened in th
course of its amplification. Below we demonstrate how
nonlinearsuperradiant amplification can be used for effi
cient amplification of ultrashort pulses.

From Eq. (1), plasma response becomes nonline
when v

2
B . v2

p. In this regime electron bounce motion
in the ponderomotive bucket, created by the interferen
of the two lasers, dominates over the collective interactio
with other electrons via the space-charge field of th
plasma wave. This is because all the terms in the RH
of Eq. (1) become much smaller than the ponderomotiv
term in the LHS. Hence, the particle motion is describe
by the nonlinear oscillator equation̈cj 1 v

2
B sincj  0.

In the reference frame of the beat wave the initially sta
tionary electrons enter the ponderomotive bucket with th
initial “speed” Ùc  2Dv. If this speed is smaller than
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the bucket heightÙcmax  2vB, electrons become trapped
and execute a synchrotron oscillation in the bucket.

In this strongly nonlinear regime, Eqs. (1) and (2
reduce to the ones analyzed by Bonifacioet al. [25]
in the context of free-electron lasers (FELs). Thos
are known to exhibit superradiance: a short inten
radiation spike of durationtL ø pyvB is continually
amplified. Plasma electrons execute half a bounce in
ponderomotive bucket inside the spike and are left behi
the pulse with average negative momentum roughly eq
to the bucket height:DP  2mvByk0. The electron
dynamics is crucial for amplification because, when
pump photon backscatters into the pulse, the moment
difference is transferred to the plasma. The ratio
the energy gained by the amplified pulseDU to the
momentum transferred to the plasmaDP is given by
DUyDP  2v0y2k0. Therefore, efficient and highly
localized momentum transfer, which is achieved insid
the superradiant spike, is necessary for the likewi
amplification ofa0.

A simple qualitative estimate of the pulse evolution ca
be obtained by assuming that the pulse duration rema
tL ø pyvB even as its amplitude grows. SincevB ~
p

a0, this implies that the signal slowly narrows as it i
amplified. Estimating the total pulse energy (per unit are

asU 
m2c2v

2
0

4pe2 sa2
0ctLy2d and the electron momentum a

DP  2Dzmn0vByk0, whereDz is the traveled distance,
the energy-momentum balance results in

ja0j ø
4vp

3pv0
kpzja1j . (3)

This result suggests calling the amplified pulse superra
ant: intensity of the spike is proportional tosn0zd2, i.e., to
the total number of plasma electrons encountered by
pulse. This agrees with the classic definition of the sup
radiance by Dicke [26], according to which the constru
tive interference of the radiation emitted by a collection o
N independent emitters results in an intensity enhanc
ment which scales asN 2.

Equation (3) is, of course, approximate. The true pul
evolution is unlikely to be exactly superradiant. This
because superradiance requires that the emitters (pla
electrons in our case) not interact with each other in a
way other than through the stimulated radiation. In th
plasma, in addition to interacting through the ponderom
tive force of the laser beat, electrons interact through no
linear plasma waves, as described by the RHS of Eq. (
To include these effects we solved Eq. (1) for the plasm
and Eq. (2) for the amplified signala0 (with a similar equa-
tion for the pumpa1) using a 1D time-averaged particle
code. To model very long propagation distances, the sim
lation is done in the reference frame moving with the am
plified pulse. This way only a small portion of the entir
pump and the plasma, currently located inside the simu
tion box, is modeled at any instance of time. The sim
lation box is split into bins, each bin modeling a singl
ponderomotive bucket. Typical size of the simulation bo
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is 40ykp , number of bins is 200, and each bin contains
64 particles which are initially uniformly distributed in the
ponderomotive phasecj . Similar codes have been used in
the context of free-electron lasers [27]. For a special clas
of an FEL with an electromagnetic wiggler, the transfer o
photons between the wiggler and the amplified signal wa
studied by Similon and Wurtele [28].

We simulated a collision between a shorttL  v21
p

signal of initial amplitudea0  0.025 and a long pump
with a1  0.025 in the n0  2.5 3 1018 cm23 plasma.
The initial signal amplitudea0 was chosen to ensure
that vB ø vp at the entrance into the plasma, so tha
the nonlinear regime is accessed from the start. Takin
a smaller initial a0 resulted in the initial spreading of
the pulse, consistently with the linear predictions. The
frequency detuning was chosen asDv  21.7vp, so
that from the very beginning electrons were entering th
pulse near the maximum of the ponderomotive bucket. A
shown in Fig. 1, the signal is amplified by a factor of 100
in intensity to a mildly relativisticI  2 3 1017 Wycm2.
Its final FWHM is about one-third of the original. SRA is
not very sensitive to the frequency detuningDv between
the pulse and the pump: in a set of numerical simulation
we varied 22.0vp , Dv , 21.5vp and did not see
any qualitative differences in the SRA. Equation (3)
predicts thatja0ya1j  10 afterkpz  500. From Fig. 1
the ten-fold increase in amplitude occurs atkpz  700,
which is in a qualitative agreement with the fairly crude
analytic estimate. Remarkably, energy flows from the
pump into the (100 times more intense) amplified pulse
The superradiant signal does not saturate through partic
trapping because of its ultrashort duration and becaus
propagating with the speed close to the speed of light,
constantly encounters unperturbed plasma.

As indicated by Fig. 1, pump depletion is small in tenu-
ous plasmas. This translates into the low efficiency o

FIG. 1. Superradiant amplification by a factor of 100, results
of the time-averaged code. Pumpa1  0.025; initial signal
a0  0.025 andtL  1yvp ; plasman0  2.5 3 1018 cm23.
4881
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FIG. 2. Superradiant amplification in the large pump depl
tion regime, results of the PIC simulation with 1DVLPL code.
Pump a1  0.025; initial signal a1  0.07 and tL  1yvp ;
plasman0  1019 cm23. Top: Amplification of the short pulse
as a function ofz. Bottom: Pump depletion.

pulse compression. To demonstrate that much higher
traction efficiency is possible, we simulated a higher de
sity casev0yvp  10 using the one-dimensional version
of the VLPL PIC simulation code. As before, the pum
amplitude isa1  0.025, and the initial signal intensity is
a0  0.07. The results are shown in Fig. 2. By the tim
the signal intensity grows by a factor of 5 pump depletio
reaches40%. The intensity amplification and pulse nar
rowing are less prominent in this example than they are
Fig. 1. This is because, due to the computational dema
of the direct PIC simulation, the propagation distance
Fig. 2 is almost 5 times shorter than in Fig. 1.

In conclusion, we demonstrated analytically and n
merically the possibility of superradiant amplification o
short laser pulses by a properly tuned counterpropagat
laser pump. The efficient and dramatic amplification of
sufficiently intense ultrashort pulse by SRA is an approa
to the efficient and simple pulse compression.
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